Which Library

The **Bodleian Social Science Library** houses the collections of the former Politics, International Relations and Sociology departmental library and is the library for taught course provision in this subject, along with first level research material, contemporary works (including legal deposit), and the core journal collection.

The Central **Bodleian Library** holds many important Western language sociological works from the 19th Century onwards and extensive collections of both historical and contemporary sociological interest.

The **Radcliffe Science Library** holds the majority of works on social psychology and has collections relating to the sociology of science and social aspects of technology.

**Nuffield College Library** is the largest social science library outside of the Bodleian Libraries and holds sociology collections relating to the interests of College members since 1937. Nuffield also hosts the University’s Data Library which provides networked access to key social datasets for local users.

If you wish to ask a question or seek more help then please contact the **Bodleian Social Science Library**, or for subject enquiries the **Subject Consultant**.